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The dynamics of cellular adhesion and deadhesion, which play key roles in many cellular processes, have
most often been studied at the scale of single bonds or single cells. However, multicellular adhesion and
deadhesion are also central processes in tissue mechanics, morphogenesis, and pathophysiology, where
collective tissue phenomena may introduce additional eﬀects that are absent at the single-cell level. In
this paper we present experiments on the adhesion of cellular aggregates and a laboratory model
system to study tissue mechanics. We introduce a technique to measure the forces and energies
involved in the detachment of an aggregate from a substrate (which can be viewed as a cellular tack
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assay) and in the fracture between two partially fused aggregates, as a function of the adhesion time,
the pulling speed, and the cadherin density at the cell surface. We develop a model based on polymer
physics to interpret the observations. We identify a signiﬁcant contribution to the adhesion energy of
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viscous dissipation mechanisms present at the tissue scale that are absent at the single-cell level, as well
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as a signiﬁcant eﬀect of the speed at which the separation force is applied.

1

Introduction

Cell adhesion and deadhesion play key roles in several major
cellular processes, such as proliferation, migration, diﬀerentiation, and death.1 For this reason, the study of cell adhesion is a
central topic in cell biology and biophysics. Many previous
biophysical investigations of the dynamics of cell adhesion and
deadhesion have considered the scale of a single molecular
bond2–6 or of a single cell.7–11 However, in many relevant biological congurations, cell adhesion and detachment are
multicellular processes where collective cell phenomena at the
tissue scale may play important roles. There are many examples
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of multicellular and tissue deadhesion phenomena. For
example, in morphogenesis, multicellular adhesion and deadhesion play a key role in tissue separation12,13 or in the segregation of a continuous tissue into diﬀerent units, such as in the
formation of somites in vertebrates from the presomite mesoderm.14 Multicellular adhesion and deadhesion are also
important phenomena in pathophysiology, such as in the
embolism-inducing detachment of thrombi15 or in collective
detachment and migration modes of cancer metastases.16 Such
multicellular adhesion phenomena may involve collective
processes that are not fully captured by investigations at the
single-cell level.
Cellular aggregates are a convenient experimental tool to
study the biophysical properties of multicellular structures and
tissues. In this context, cellular aggregates are typically spheroidal structures of a few hundred micrometers diameter
formed by the aggregation and attachment of a few thousands
of cells. They have previously been used to investigate tissue
rheology,17,18 showing that multicellular structures can be
characterized as viscoelastic uids with a surface tension19 plus
an active contractile response.20 A review of experimental techniques used to characterize aggregate rheology can be found in
ref. 21. According to the viscoelastic description,19 cellular
aggregates exhibit a short-time elastic behavior characterized by
an elastic modulus Et, and a long-time viscous behavior characterized by a dynamic viscosity ht, with the viscoelastic time
st ^ ht/Et being the characteristic time scale for transition from
elastic to viscous behavior. Using cellular aggregates, the theoretical framework of so matter physics has been applied to
gain insight into collective tissue behaviors, such as spreading22
or dewetting.23 In cellular aggregates as well as in tissues,
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cadherins are a crucial mediator of intercellular adhesion.
Cadherins are transmembrane proteins which form bonds with
other cadherin molecules in neighboring cells. Adhesion to a
substrate (or to the extracellular matrix) is mediated by a variety
of proteins, among which the integrin family plays a major role.
Polymer physics provides valuable insights into cell adhesion.24 A fundamental assay to measure polymer adhesion is
called tack.25–27 In this assay, a at probe is brought into contact
with a thin layer of the polymer adhesive deposited on a rigid
substrate. The probe is then pulled away while measuring the
applied force, which allows the adhesive properties of the
polymer adhesive to be quantied.
This paper applies so matter and polymer physics concepts
to understand multicellular adhesion and deadhesion in the
context of tissue mechanics. We present an experimental study
of the detachment of a cellular aggregate from a rigid, adhesive
surface (a cellular analogue of the tack assay), and of the fracture between two partially fused aggregates. We measure the
forces and energies for detachment and fracture as a function of
the contact time, the pulling velocity, and the cadherin
expression level. The two series of experiments allow us to gain
insight into the multicellular adhesion to a substrate or the
extracellular matrix (detachment experiment) as well as into the
cadherin-mediated intercellular tissue adhesion (fracture
experiment). We interpret our observations by means of an
analytical model that applies and extends a previous theoretical
model of polymer adhesion.28–30 By combining experiments and
theoretical modeling, we identify the important contribution of
viscous energy dissipation mechanisms present at the tissue
scale that are absent both at the single-cell level and in polymeric adhesives. We also identify the signicant eﬀect of the
speed at which the force is applied on the resistance of the
aggregate to fracture.

2

Experimental

2.1

Preparation of cellular aggregates

We prepare aggregates from murine sarcoma (S180) cell lines
transfected to express diﬀerent densities of E-cadherin molecules at their surface.9 We use two diﬀerent cell lines called
LCAM, which expresses the highest E-cadherin level, and E48,
which expresses 48% of the cadherin level of LCAM. Cells are
cultured under a 5% CO2 atmosphere in a culture medium
consisting of Dulbecco's Modied Eagle Medium (DMEM)
enriched with 10% calf serum, 1% glutamine, and 1% penicillin/streptomycin. Conuent cells are detached using trypsin/
EDTA and resuspended in 5 ml of CO2-equilibrated medium, at
a concentration of 4  105 cells per ml. To form the aggregates,
the suspension is transferred into a 25 ml Erlenmeyer ask,
which is placed in an orbital shaker at 75 rpm at 37  C for 18–24
hours. The Erlenmeyer asks were precoated with a solution of
2% dimethylchlorosilane in chloroform to prevent cell adhesion to the surface. This technique, similar to that of Ryan
et al.,31 produces spherical aggregates of variable diameters up
to 500 mm. The LCAM aggregates used in the experiments
reported here had a mean diameter and standard deviation of
212  21 mm, and E48 aggregates had 190  79 mm.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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2.2

Experimental setup

Fig. 1(a) shows a sketch of the experimental setup for the
detachment experiment. The experiment is performed in a plastic
Petri dish that has been partially lled with PDMS to reduce its
internal volume in order to facilitate heating. The Petri dish is
placed on an Axiovert 200 inverted microscope (Zeiss) equipped
with a 10 objective lens. The Petri dish is lled with a CO2independent medium (Invitrogen, ref. 18045) and, once the setup
is ready, the surface is sealed with a layer of light mineral oil to
avoid evaporation. The chamber is heated by means of a heating
stage (Warner Instruments). The temperature is monitored with a
thermocouple, and the heating stage setting is adjusted in order to
keep the inside temperature between 35 and 37  C. A 1 mm wide,
75 mm thick glass slide cut to a length of approximately 50 mm is
held xed at one end and used as a cantilever beam to measure
forces. The cantilever has been calibrated using a 0.1 mg precision
scale, yielding a bending rigidity of the cantilever EI ¼ 3.2 mN m2,
which corresponds to a typical cantilever stiﬀness of k ¼ 3EI/L3 z
0.08 N m1, where L is the distance from the clamping point to the
point of application of the force (thus slightly shorter than the total
length). Note that the value of k is determined for each experiment
by measuring L, the distance from the cantilever clamping point to
the point of attachment of the aggregate. The cantilever is
rendered adhesive to the cells by coating it with a 0.1 g l1 bronectin (Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS solution. By means of a micropipette, a cellular aggregate is slightly pressed against the glass slide
for a few minutes to attach it. Then, a bronectin-coated glass
plate, parallel to the glass cantilever, is brought into contact with
the aggregate and kept in contact with zero force for a controlled
attachment time tc. Unlike the glass cantilever, the glass plate is
very short and thus is virtually undeformable. Its position is
controlled with a M-110.1DG piezoelectric unit driven by a Mercury
C-863 DC motor controller (PI Instruments). The piezoelectric unit
can move the plate at a constant speed v between 6.9  102 and
100 mm s1. Aer the attachment time tc, the piezoelectric unit
starts moving at a constant velocity of v (the instant when motion
starts is taken as t ¼ 0) until the aggregate detaches from the glass
plate (t ¼ tend). The complete deformation and detachment
process is recorded with a Luca R CCD camera (Andor). Snapshots
of a detachment experiment taken at the beginning of the pulling,
right before detachment, and right aer detachment are shown in
Fig. 1(c)–(e), respectively (see also Movie 1†). Fig. 1(d) and Movie 1†
show that cell deformation is most pronounced in the neck region
where detachment will occur, where cells become strained by
about 100% compared to an average strain in the aggregate body
of about 40%. This larger strain is indicative of a stress concentration in the detachment neck.
Fig. 1(b) shows a sketch of the experimental setup for the
fracture experiment. The setup is very similar to that of the
detachment experiment. In this case, one cellular aggregate is
attached to the glass cantilever and another aggregate to the glass
plate. The aggregates are le to attach to the plates for a long
enough time so that they do not detach from the plates during
the experiment. Then, the two aggregates are brought into
contact and le to partially fuse with one another in the absence
of external forces for a time tc. Aer this fusing time tc, the
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Fig. 1 Experimental setup. (a) Detachment experiment. The left plate is pulled at a velocity v until it detaches from the aggregate. The deﬂection of the cantilever on
the right side indicates the applied force. (b) Fracture experiment. Two partially fused aggregates are pulled apart by the motion of the left plate. Sequence of images of
the detachment experiment for a pulling speed v ¼ 0.2 mm s1 (see also Movie 1†): (c) zero applied force at the beginning of the experiment, (d) stretched aggregate
right before detachment, (e) aggregate right after detachment. (f–h) Analogous sequence of images of the fracture experiment for a pulling speed v ¼ 0.05 mm s1 (see
also Movie 2†). The scale bar corresponds to 100 mm.

piezoelectric motor starts pulling (t ¼ 0) at a constant velocity v
until the two aggregates break apart from each other (t ¼ tend).
Snapshots of a fracture experiment taken at the beginning of the
pulling, right before fracture, and right aer fracture are shown
in Fig. 1(f)–(h), respectively (see also Movie 2†).
Cell viability in aggregates was checked using the Trypan
blue dye exclusion test.32 At the end of a long experiment (10 h),
Trypan blue is added to the experimental chamber to a nal
concentration of 20%, and the number of stained cells is
compared to those in a freshly prepared aggregate. The number
of dead cells present at the core of the aggregates is small and
approximately the same in both cases, conrming that aggregates remain viable during the experiment.
The movie recorded during each experiment is analyzed
using ImageJ. The image analysis yields the deection of the
cantilever as a function of time, d(t), the distance between the
two glass surfaces as a function of time, l(t), and the width of the
contact between the aggregate and the glass plate or between
the two aggregates at the beginning of the pulling process, 2r
(see Fig. 1(a) and (b)). The size of the contact remains approximately constant during most of the experiment, decreasing
quickly only when detachment or fracture is approached. The
eﬀective force exerted by the glass cantilever on the aggregate is
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calculated as F(t) ¼ 3EId(t)/L3, where EI ¼ 3.2 mN m2 is obtained
from the cantilever calibration, and L is measured for each
experiment and remains on the order of 50 mm. The instantaneous stress is obtained as s(t) ¼ F(t)/(pr2), where r is the initial
radius of the contact. This expression neglects the reduction of
the contact size in time, whose variation is indeed small for
most of the experiments compared to the measurement error in
determining the contact area from the side view. The instantaneous strain is computed as 3(t) ¼ (l(t)  l0)/l0, where l0 ¼ l(t ¼
0) is the separation between the two glass surfaces when pulling
starts (t ¼ 0). The maximum stress is smax ¼ maxt{s(t)}. The
deadhesion energy density G is calculated as
t¼t
ðend

G¼

sðtÞdlðtÞ:

(1)

t¼0

2.3

Experimental results

Fig. 2 illustrates the rheological response of a cell aggregate to
pulling. It shows measurements corresponding to two specic
fracture experiments with tc ¼ 60 min and v ¼ 5.0 mm s1 or v ¼
0.02 mm s1, using aggregates of the LCAM cell line. Fig. 2(a)
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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Fig. 2 Experimental results for two fracture experiments with contact time tc ¼
60 min and pulling speeds v ¼ 5.0 mm s1 (a–c) or v ¼ 0.02 mm s1 (d–f). Data
points are acquired every 0.5 s or every 30 s, respectively for the high and low
pulling speeds. (a and d) Time evolution of the pulling stress s deduced from the
deﬂection of the cantilever. Fracture occurs at tend ¼ 2 s or tend ¼ 11 300 s,
respectively. (b and e) Time evolution of the aggregate strain 3 obtained from the
experimental images. (c and f) Experimentally deduced stress–strain relationship
(full line). In (c) the response is linear elastic with modulus E0 z 9000 Pa. In (f) the
dashed line represents a viscoelastic interpretation of the experimental curve,
with an elastic modulus Et z 1000 Pa and an apparent viscosity ht z 5  106 Pa s.

and (d) show the time evolution of the pulling stress s deduced
from the cantilever deection, up to fracture, which occurs at
t ¼ 2 s and t ¼ 11 300 s, respectively. The fast pulling experiment
(Fig. 2(a)) shows a purely elastic behavior, while in the slow
pulling experiment (Fig. 2(d)) the stress increases linearly at
short time (elastic regime) and becomes constant at long time
(viscous regime). Fig. 2(b) and (e) show the time evolution of the
strain 3. During most of the experiments 3 increases linearly in
time, corresponding to the imposed constant pulling velocity v.
However, near fracture, the deformation rate speeds up slightly
for the slow pulling experiment, due to large deformations
localized near the fracture region. Fig. 2(c) and (f) show the
stress–strain relationship, which can be characterized as elastic
at short time and viscous at long time. Considering the results
from all the LCAM fracture experiments at pulling speeds v #
0.02 mm s1 (Nexp ¼ 8), we deduce an elastic modulus Et z 1000
 300 Pa, which corresponds to the slope of the stress–strain
curves at low pulling speeds (Fig. 2(f)), and an apparent viscosity
ht z 5  106  3  106 Pa s, which is given by the ratio between
s and d3/dt in the long-time viscous region where s is constant
(Fig. 2(e) and (f)). The resulting estimate of the viscoelastic time,
st ¼ ht/Et, is of the order of one hour. These rheological values
are consistent with those reported in micropipette aspiration
experiments, where the deformed geometry is more precisely
controlled and where a tissue viscoelastic time of 44  7 min
was obtained.19 As expected, in contrast to the slow pulling
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experiments, fracture experiments at high pulling speeds (v > 1
mm s1) exhibit a purely elastic behavior, with a linear stress–
strain relationship (Fig. 2(c)). Moreover, the very short time (<1
s) elastic modulus deduced from the initial slope of the stress–
strain relationship in the fast pulling experiments (Nexp ¼ 8) is
E0 z 9000  2000 Pa, about 10 times larger than Et, the elastic
modulus measured over a time scale of minutes. It is also noted
that, in some of the low velocity experiments, aggregate pulsation was observed (see Movie 2†), which appears to be a manifestation of the previously described phenomenon of aggregate
shivering under stretch.20 Aggregate detachment at high and
low pulling speeds exhibit similar rheological responses to the
fracture experiments (Fig. S1 in the ESI†).
Fig. 3 shows the maximum stress smax at detachment or
fracture (Fig. 3(a)) and the deadhesion energy density G
(Fig. 3(b)) as a function of the pulling speed v for both the
detachment and fracture experiments with the LCAM (reference
E-cadherin density) and E48 (48% of the reference density) cell
lines. Both the maximum stress and the deadhesion energy are
normalized by the contact area before fracture, pr2, with r being
the radius of the contact area, which remains approximately
constant until shortly before fracture or detachment occurs
(Fig. 1(a), (b), (d) and (g)). The contact time is xed at tc ¼ 60
min. In the LCAM fracture experiments (red squares), both smax
and G are low at low v and increase to reach a maximum at
around v z 0.03 mm s1. This maximum is followed by a
decrease of both smax and G, which reach a minimum at around

Fig. 3 (a) Maximum stress at detachment or fracture and (b) deadhesion energy
density as a function of the pulling speed v for a ﬁxed contact time tc ¼ 60 min.
Blue circles: detachment experiments with the LCAM cell line (number of experiments, from lower to higher v: N ¼ 4, 3, 3, 4, 5, 4, 4, 4, 4); red squares: fracture
experiments with the LCAM cell line (N ¼ 3, 4, 7, 3, 9, 6, 4, 4); green diamonds:
detachment experiments with the E48 cell line (N ¼ 3, 3, 3); magenta hexagrams:
fracture experiments with the E48 cell line (N ¼ 3, 3, 3). The error bars correspond
to standard errors.
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v z 0.5 mm s1, followed by a new increase of both quantities at
very high pulling velocity. The LCAM detachment experiments
(blue circles) show values of smax and G comparable to the
fracture experiments and also a comparable dependence on v,
albeit less pronounced; most notably, the existence of a
maximum at moderate pulling velocities is unclear. The
minimum deadhesion energy density in LCAM fracture is G0 z
0.01 J m2. The fracture and detachment experiments with the
E48 cell line (magenta hexagrams and green diamonds,
respectively) yield stresses and adhesion energies that are about
4 times smaller than those of the LCAM (G0,E48 z 0.002 J m2).
This decrease of maximum stresses and adhesion energies with
decreasing E-cadherin density is consistent with previous
studies, which showed that the force required to separate two
cells was proportional to the square of their E-cadherin surface
density.9 The observed velocity dependence of smax and G for
E48 cells (magnied image shown in Fig. S2 in the ESI†) is
comparable to the spread in the data arising from population
variability and limited precision of our experimental apparatus.
Thus, our measurements do not allow us to characterize the
velocity dependence for the E48 cell line.
Fig. 4 shows the maximum stress smax at detachment or
fracture (Fig. 4(a)) and the deadhesion energy G (Fig. 4(b)) as a
function of the contact time tc for both the detachment and
fracture experiments with the LCAM cell line. The pulling speed
is xed at v ¼ 0.20 mm s1. In the fracture experiments
(red squares), the adhesion strength increases monotonically
with the contact time, reecting the progressive fusion of
the two aggregates in contact. The evolution of the shape prior

to pulling reects the dynamics of aggregate spreading.22 A
remarkable feature of the detachment data shown in Fig. 4 (blue
circles) is that both smax and G increase up to a maximum for a
contact time tc z 45–60 min, and then they decrease. For tc < 60
min, the stress and deadhesion energy are larger for detachment than for fracture, while for tc > 60 min they become
slightly smaller for detachment. To explain this transition, an
insightful observation is that in detachment experiments with
short tc the detachment is adhesive and no cells are le on the
plate, suggesting that detachment involves the cell–substrate
integrin bonds. For long tc the detachment becomes cohesive,
with a layer of cells le on the plate aer detachment, indicating
that detachment involves the cell–cell cadherin bonds. This
transition is attributed to the aggregate spreading process,
whose characteristic evolution time is of the order of one hour.22
At short times, the aggregate has a nearly spherical shape,
which causes a stress concentration and thus detachment at the
cell–substrate contact. The increase of adhesion strength over
the rst 30 minutes is due to the slow maturation of integrin–
bronectin bonds.33 At long times, of the order of one hour,
aggregate spreading has formed a neck between the aggregate
core and the lm of spreading cells, which causes a local
concentration of stresses at the neck, favoring cell–cell
detachment at this location. Thus, for the long times (tc > 60
min), both detachment and fracture correspond to the breakup
of cell–cell bonds. The slightly larger G at long time in the
fracture experiments may be due to the larger size of the system
(two aggregates versus one aggregate in the detachment experiment), which results in a larger viscous energy dissipation.
Fig. 5 shows the maximum strain 3max at detachment or
fracture as a function of the pulling speed v for both the
detachment and fracture experiments with the LCAM cell line.
The contact time is xed at tc ¼ 60 min. Since the fracture of
elastic materials is characterized by a constant maximum
deformation independent of the pulling velocity,34 in this gure
a material that was dominantly elastic would be represented by
a horizontal line. The gure shows that, for the detachment
experiments, the maximum strain is approximately constant,
since the variations of maximum strain with velocity are

Fig. 4 (a) Maximum stress at detachment or fracture and (b) deadhesion energy
as a function of the contact time tc for a ﬁxed pulling speed v ¼ 0.20 mm s1. Blue
circles: detachment experiments with the LCAM cell line (N ¼ 4, 4, 4, 4, 5, 4, 4); red
squares: fracture experiments with the LCAM cell line (N ¼ 4, 4, 4, 9, 4, 2). The
error bars correspond to standard errors.

Fig. 5 Maximum strain at detachment or fracture as a function of the pulling
speed v for a ﬁxed contact time tc ¼ 60 min. Blue circles: detachment experiments
with the LCAM cell line (N ¼ 3, 3, 3, 4, 7, 4, 4, 4, 4); red squares: fracture experiments with the LCAM cell line (N ¼ 3, 4, 7, 3, 9, 6, 4, 4). The error bars correspond
to standard errors.
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comparable to the error bars (the experimental dispersion for a
given velocity). This suggests that aggregate detachment can be
modeled by the detachment of an elastic material. In contrast,
in the fracture experiments, an elastic behavior is only an
accurate model at large speeds, while viscous dissipation eﬀects
play an important role at low pulling speeds, as indicated in
Fig. 5 by the increase of maximum strain at low velocity.
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Theoretical model

As discussed by P.-G. de Gennes,35 adhesion is most appropriately characterized in terms of deadhesion energy G and not in
terms of the critical stress for separation smax, since the stress
distribution is highly dependent on the geometry of the adhesive. Thus, here we focus on understanding the observed
dependence of the deadhesion energy on the pulling velocity,
G(v), for the case of the LCAM cell line.
Interpretation of the detachment experiments is complex,
since, as discussed above, adhesion is mediated by two types of
molecular interactions (cadherin–cadherin and integrin–bronectin) with very diﬀerent dynamics. The experimental observations suggest that the deadhesion energy is relatively
independent of the pulling velocity when compared to the
fracture case (Fig. 4b), with an approximately constant value of
G z 0.01–0.02 J m2. The less pronounced eﬀect of the velocity
in the detachment experiments compared to the fracture
experiments can be partially explained by the smaller material
thickness in the detachment experiments (thickness of one
aggregate, versus two aggregates in the case of the fracture
experiments), which will result in a smaller energy dissipation.
A strong dependence of smax and G on the thickness has also
been observed in detachment experiments of polymeric materials.36 Moreover, the aggregate behavior during detachment
seems well characterized by that of an elastic body (Fig. 5), with
fracture occurring for a constant level of deformation of
approximately 3max z 0.4.
In contrast, fracture between two aggregates shows a marked
dependence on the pulling speed, with a non-trivial shape of
G(v). From a biophysical perspective, however, aggregate fracture is a simpler problem than aggregate detachment, since
adhesion in fracture is always mediated by cadherin–cadherin
interactions. We thus propose a simple model to interpret the
observed dependence on G(v) based on a model originally
developed by P.-G. de Gennes for the fracture of a polymer
adhesive28,29 and later extended by Saulnier et al.30 This model
for polymer detachment, which we will refer to as the Modied
de Gennes Model (MdGM), expresses the deadhesion energy as a
sum of two components,
G(v) ¼ G0 + Gv(v),

(2)

where G0 ¼ G(v ¼ 0) is the thermodynamic deadhesion energy at
zero pulling velocity, and it represents local processes in the
fracture region, while Gv(v) is the viscous energy dissipation due to
viscoelastic losses in the bulk of the adhesive. When studying thin
polymer adhesives, the relevant velocity is the velocity of propagation of the crack. In the case of aggregate deadhesion, most of
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the viscous dissipation occurs by deformation of the aggregate
body, and thus the relevant velocity is the velocity of deformation
of the aggregate, determined by the plate speed v. The rheological
behavior of the adhesive is characterized by the equation
s ¼ m3

(3)

^eiut and
where the underline indicates a complex quantity. s ^ s
iut
^
3 ^ ^3e are respectively the complex stress and strain, with s
and ^3 being their moduli, t the time, and i the imaginary unit. u
is the frequency of solicitation, which scales as u z v/r, where v
is the pulling velocity and r the radial distance to the fracture
tip. m ¼ m0 (u) + im00 (u) is the complex modulus. The rate of
energy dissipation per unit length of the fracture line is:29
#
ðð "
s3*
_
dxdy;
(4)
TS ¼
Re
2
where Re indicates the real part and * indicates the complex
conjugate. Performing the integration and using the standard
relationship from fracture mechanics G0 ¼ KI2/mN, where KI is
the applied stress intensity factor that gives the stress distribution near the fracture tip and mN ¼ E0 + Et is the eﬀective
elastic modulus of the material under fast loading (see Saulnier
et al.30 for details), the following relationship is obtained:29,30
Gv ðvÞ
zðE0 þ Et Þ
G0

uð
max

umin

m00 ðuÞ
m0 ðuÞ2 þm00 ðuÞ2

du
:
u

(5)

The limits of integration are umin ¼ v/R and umax ¼ v/r, where
r is the radius of the contact zone (see Fig. 1) and R the radius of
the adhesive (in our case, the radius of the cellular aggregate). It
is noted that the predictions of our model depend only weakly
on the values of these integration limits, whose choice is based
on scaling arguments.30
Saulnier et al.30 obtained an analytical solution of eqn (5) for
a cross-linked polymer whose rheology is characterized by
Zener's model (a spring in parallel to a subsystem formed by a
spring and a damper in series). A cellular aggregate has been
characterized by the slightly more complex rheological model
proposed by Guevorkian et al.,19 shown in Fig. 6(a). In this
rheological model, the spring of constant E0 represents the very
short time elastic cell response observed both in micropipette
aspiration and in the current experiments, where we have
measured E0 z 9000  2000 Pa. The spring of constant Et
represents the slower elastic response observed over a time
scale of minutes, which is measured to be Et z 1000  300 Pa,
consistent with the value of 700 Pa reported by Guevorkian
et al.19 The damper of constant h0 represents the cell viscosity,
which is found in the literature to be h0 z 300 Pa s.37 The
damper of constant ht represents the apparent tissue viscosity,
due to relative cell–cell motion and changes in cell neighbors
allowed by the dynamic nature of cadherin bonds, and it is
estimated from the current experiments to be ht z 5  3  106
Pa s. This second damper is an added feature to the simpler
Zener's model, which was used to characterize polymer
rheology in the MdGM.30 The aggregate rheology is thus characterized by two time scales: the viscoelastic time scale
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Fig. 6 (a) Viscoelastic model of the aggregate rheology,19 consisting of two
springs of elastic moduli E0 and Et and two dampers of viscosities h0 and ht. (b)
Comparison between our model's prediction (full line) and experiments (red
squares, N ¼ 3, 4, 7, 3, 9, 6, 4, 4) of the deadhesion energy as a function of the
pulling speed for a ﬁxed contact time tc ¼ 60 min. The dashed line is the
prediction of the MdGM for a cross-linked polymer.30 The error bars correspond to
standard errors of the measurements.

associated with the short-time elasticity, s0 ^ h0/E0 z 0.3 s, and
the tissue viscoelastic time scale, st ^ ht/Et z 45 min. The
stress–strain relationship in the rheological model in Fig. 6(a)
results from combining the constitutive equation of Zener's
model30 with that of the second damper in series to obtain:


Et
h ðE0 þ Et Þ ds h0 d2 s
d3
E0 þ Et d2 3
sþ 1þ 0
¼ Et þ h0
:
þ
2
ht
E0 dt2
ht E0
dt E0 dt
dt
(6)
^ eiut and 3 ¼ ^3eiut
By introducing the complex variables s ¼ s
into the previous equation, an expression for the complex
modulus m ¼ m0 (u) + im00 (u) ¼ s/3 is obtained:
h
i
Et 1 þ lðs0 uÞ2
(7)
m0 ¼
D
 2


Et s0
2 l s0
þ ðs0 uÞ
þl1
m ¼
s0 uD st
st
00

D¼1þ

2s0
l2 s0 2
1
ðl  1Þ þ 2 þ ðs0 uÞ2 þ
;
st
st
ðst uÞ2

(8)

(9)

where l ^ (E0 + Et)/Et z 10. By introducing eqn (7) and (8) into
eqn (5) we obtain an integral expression for Gv/G0 that is easily
evaluated numerically. The total deadhesion energy is then
predicted as G(v) ¼ G0(1 + G0/Gv(v)), where G0 z 0.01 J m2 is the
only tting parameter in the model, and its value is taken equal
to the minimum deadhesion energy measured in the experiments. G0 corresponds to the deadhesion energy when the
elastic behavior dominates and viscous dissipation eﬀects can
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be neglected. Accordingly, the tted value of G0 can correctly be
estimated using Johsson–Kendall–Roberts's theory for the
detachment of elastic solids,38,39 which predicts a deadhesion
energy of the order of G0 z REt z 0.01 J m2.
Fig. 6(b) shows a comparison between G(v) predicted by this
model (solid line) and the experimental measurements (red
squares). The model's prediction uses geometrical parameters
based on the experimental conguration (r ¼ 50 mm, R ¼ 100
mm), rheological values deduced from the stress–strain curves
and consistent with the literature (s0 ¼ 0.3 s, st ¼ 45 min, l ¼
10), and only one tted parameter G0 ¼ 0.01 J m2. Fig. 6(b) also
shows the predictions of the MdGM (dashed line), which does
not account for tissue viscosity. According to our model's
interpretation, the deadhesion energy G(v) becomes signicant
for two specic ranges of pulling speeds. A local maximum of
G(v) occurs for a pulling speed v z R/s0, at which the deadhesion energy is dominated by viscoelastic dissipation at the
cellular scale. This region of the curve is analogous to the
behavior of a cross-linked polymer, which can be represented by
the Zener model. For cellular aggregates, there is another region
of signicant energy dissipation at a pulling speed v z R/st, at
which the deadhesion energy is dominated by tissue viscoelastic dissipation. At this low pulling speed, the aggregate
behavior can be represented by a Maxwell model consisting of a
damper of viscosity ht in series with a spring of elasticity Et, and
thus it behaves like an uncrosslinked polymer with Gv/G0
increasing as 1/v.30 This large dissipation energies at velocities v
z R/st is a tissue-specic feature absent both in polymer fracture and in single-cell deadhesion. At intermediate speeds (R/st
 v  R/s0) viscous dissipation becomes small and the deadhesion energy is only due to local thermodynamic eﬀects, G z
G0. At very low speeds (v < R/st), Fig. 6(b) shows a discrepancy
between the experimental results and the aggregate behavior
predicted by the Zener model. Indeed, based on the Zener
model used in previous studies to successfully characterize the
aggregate behavior,19 we expected large deformations of the
cellular aggregate at very low pulling velocities, with an elongated, thin thread of cells extending between the separating
aggregates, similar to the cohesive failure seen in polymer tack
at low velocities.36 This phenomenon was however not observed.
Instead, the detachment energy becomes small at very low
pulling speeds. Since the low pulling experiments last for a few
hours, this weakening could be due to biological changes in the
cells due to the suboptimal conditions of the experimental
chamber.

4

Conclusion

We have studied the detachment of a cellular aggregate from a
bronectin-coated plate, as well as the fracture between two
partially fused aggregates. When subjected to a pulling force,
aggregates behave viscoelastically, as previously described.19
Analogous to the fracture of a polymer adhesive, the pulling
speed has a signicant inuence on the deadhesion energy G
for aggregate fracture. When the time scale of the experiment is
close to the tissue viscoelastic time scale st z ht/Et, tissue
viscoelastic dissipation increases the deadhesion energy up to a
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value Gmax z 0.05 J m2. This is a collective cell eﬀect specic to
tissues that would be absent in single cell–cell fracture. In
addition, when the time scale of the experiment is close to the
short-time cell viscoelastic response time, s0 z h0/E0, the
deadhesion energy is signicantly increased by viscous dissipation in the cells. Far from these two time scales, viscous
eﬀects are negligible and only thermodynamic eﬀects local to
the fracture site contribute to the deadhesion energy, which
reaches a minimum value, Gmin ¼ G0 z 0.01 J m2. Such a netuned dependence of the adhesion energy on the time scale of
the imposed conformational change is a potentially important
mechanism in morphogenesis, where the temporal modulation
of the adhesion strength is crucial to allow cells to undergo
relative motions or to remain cohesive. Indeed, an experimental
setup conceptually similar to that of the fracture experiments
presented here has previously been used to investigate spatiotemporal variations of the tensile properties of embryonic
tissues.40 Aggregate detachment is more complex than aggregate fracture, since at short times (t < 1 hour) detachment
occurs at the integrin–bronectin bonds, while for slower
experiments (t > 1 hour) detachment occurs at the cadherin–
cadherin bonds. This is attributed to the strengthening of
integrin bonds in the latter case, due to the experiment duration
becoming longer than the maturation time of integrin bonds.33
The deadhesion energy G for detachment has a less clear
dependence on the pulling speed than in the case of aggregate
fracture. When a diﬀerent cell line expressing half the E-cadherin density is used, the deadhesion energy in both the fracture and detachment experiments is signicantly reduced (by a
factor of about 4), which is consistent with previous results on
the eﬀect of E-cadherin expression on single-cell adhesion.9 In
conclusion, this study demonstrates the existence of collective
tissue eﬀects in multicellular adhesion, as well as the nonnegligible eﬀect of the pulling velocity on the tissue deadhesion
energy.
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